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BASIS
Problem & Goals

How can we improve the using at distance of
existing interfaces?

Main goal 

concept of physical 
interface
-intuitive
-natural 
-less tiring
-for large range 
visual interfaces.



BASIS
Personas

Target user
Person from 12 to 50 years 
loves technology and media entertainment
always music/movies/ pictures
internet/ mail / social network.

Kevin
Teenager, He‘s all connected with
technology.All the time listening to music online.
few times watch movies or pictures



BASIS
Personas

Noemi
Middle aged making her master 
and works at the same time. 
technology -life easier
-media system(easily navigate)
-music (while other stuff )
-movies &tv series (weekends) 

Martin
retired some empathy for technology
-photos
-old music /radio stations internet





IDEAS
Concepts

relief-touch-surface reacts to the functions needed
trackpad :dragging functions into a center point 
gestures - surface



IDEAS
Concepts

brings relief into a flat semi-flexible
surface. shape changes to 
build neded button
surface is never the same.

when not used-red circle in the middle 





DESIGN
Main concept

interaction by touching commands on the controller
designed to offer a better and more natural
experience on the use.



DESIGN
Color & Shape

shape agressive& dynamic
organic curved surfaces and handle
joint an edge that flows in between them and splits 
just in the front of the product.
full of relief and details -easy interaction



DESIGN
Color&Material

surface material : hard glossy plastic-high quality 
(Polycarbonate)
light band:translucent acrilyc- spread the light out, 
(glow concept)

Martin



DESIGN
USABILITY:User color match

Red, Cyan and Green could 
represent 3 different users, but 
with RGB technology the color 
possibilities are far wider than 3



DESIGN
Light

perception &interaction 
reinforces the edge around remote 
position controllers
discrete& obvious



DESIGN
Ergonomics

size&shape -hand measures
lenghti-firm grip &compact.
width -shorter in the waist (holding area); secure
goes wider to front-space for touchpad.

shape rounded triangular on lower side waist-hand
 
Thumb over the central wheel.
use circle& semi circle &trackpad



DESIGN
Ergonomics

center circle -main functions
 waist of the remote (easy use& find)

outer semi-circle&central button -changing 
according used function

hand-holds the controller+ use trackpad 
drag and drop functions-around the central glowing 
point. way without looking.



DESIGN
Model



DESIGN
Arduino



DESIGN
Pictures





RESULTS
Remote controller

will follow...


